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Regents ·give FTU
• •
inoney cr1s1s relief
FTU will receive $666,000 in
enrollment reserve money from
the Florida Board of Regents to
ease the school's fiscal woes,
State University System
Chancellor E. T. York said
.
Tuesday.
However, President Charles N.
Millican said the state is expecting
a revenue shortfall this year,
which may reduce the emergency
allocation . "It looks as though it
will be 2 per cent this year which ·
means we will have to return
about $320,000 to the state,"
Millican said.
MILLICAN ADDED FI'U
won't know the exact amoung of
the revenue shortfall until

December or early 1976.
According to John Goree,
vice-president for business affairs, the reserve allocation is FTU's
"share of the enrollment reserve
funid of $2 million."
Goree said the funds were
given for "those students enrolled
over and above the 1974
enrollment level for which we
were budgeted."
"AT THIS point, the
four-quarter enrollment is 1,300
or 1,400 more than we were
initially budgeted," Millican said.
He said FTU received more
money than any other state
university because it had the
greatest enrollment increase.
Goree said had the actual

enrollment reserve formula been
used that determines how much
each school receives for each
student over the budgeted
amount, FTU would receive $3
million. But, he said, $666,000 is
"all that is available."
Goree said part of the money
will be spent to hire additional
part-time faculty members "to
give overloaded faculty members
a reduction next quarter to
balance their overload."
Millica:i:i said Wednesday he
hasn't had a chance to evaluate
the spending options, but will be
meeting with other
administration members to
discuss proposals.

'Vicious fight' predicted
over federal solar lab
Rep. Bill Nelson,
D-Melboume, says Florida is in
for· a "vicious fight" over the
proposed National Solar Energy
Research Center suggested for·
ITU's Brevard Resident Center
near Cape Canaveral.
"Arizona and California are
just pouring money into this
thing," said Rep. Jane Robinson,
R-Cocoa. "They 're using fancy
brochures and sending people to
Washington while we nickel and
dime it."
ACCORDING TO Dr. Robert
Kersten, dean of the College of
Engineering and former acting
director of the Florida Solar
Energy Center near the ·Cape, the
national center wauld be ·

important "for both employme·nt
and academic reasons."
Kersten said although FTU has
management responsibilities at
the state center, "it was created
by the Board of Regents to help
all nine state universities, and all
the schools submit research
proposals and cooperate in
research."
He added the state center
would remain a separate entity
from the national center, "but it
would be short-sighted" to
discount . the opportunities for
joint research.
A NINE-member Solar Energy
Task Force was appointed by
Gov. Reubin Askew in May, and
funded $25,000 by the

now-defunct Florida Energy
Committee.
Earlier this month, Nelson ·
claimed the task force used up the
original $25,000, and needed an
additional $12,090 to get
through the month of January.
Last week, however, Nelson
said the extra funds "had been
found" by the governor.

Photo by Myron Carden

WHITE AMUR FISH AND GRASS CARP were released by
Steve Nesins, a Florida Department of Natural Resources
official~ into two experimental ponds on campus recently .to
determme the effect of the fish to remove nutrients from
weed-clogged lakes. Dr. John Osborne, assistant professor of
biological sciences·, is conducting the study with the aid of a
$21,000 state grant.

BOR-union disputes
cause election delay
By KERRY FAUNCE
Staff Writer

satisfied with the way .P.KltC has
handled the collective bargaining
issue. The FEA News reported
that teachers have "condemned
PERC's ineffectiveness and
management leanings."
''Several teachers cited
instances of PERC inefficiency in
policing the law and providing
assistance," the newsletter
reported. "They pointed to
instances of lost transcripts,
several months delay in resolving
unfair labor practice charges and
inadequate assistance in
providing mediators and special
masters to help resolve contract
disputes." Esler said FTU's faculty would
"probably" favor the collective
bargaining ·issue in the election.
He estimated 7 5 per cent
supported the issue.
SYNDICATED COLUMNIST

An election to choose a
collective bargaining agent for
university faculty members may
"I THINK we'll be in the final
be delayed until January
running for the solar center
according to Dr. William Esler 1
now," he said, "and I hope we'll
professor· of education and FTU
get it.>'
spokesman for United Faculty of
Nelson said the fact Florida
Florida (UFF) president Paul
already supports a state solar
Leffler.
center "shows the federal
The delay is due to a dispute
government Florida puts its
over who should be included in
money where its mouth is."
the bargaining unit.
ACCORDING TO a recent
Board of Regents' (BOR) Memo,
a weekly publication, "The BOR
and the two unions (UFF and
American Association of
University Professors (AAUP),
have stipulated that those to be
included in the unit are faculty
members and other professionals
considered to share a 'community
Continued on page 2
of interest.' Persons excluded are
primarily those performing
managerial functions."
The present bargaining unit
proposal does not resolve the
issue of separate units .sought by
several State University System
Pep bandproposed,page 3
(SUS) groups. "Moreover, it does
not resolve the question of
FI'U crime, page 4
whether graduate students should
be included with f~culty in an
Bookstore, No. 1 priority, page 6 .
appropriate unit," the Memo
reported.
·'One-way ticket, page 7
According to Esler, the
collective bargaining issue is now
' Vote~ registration open, page 8
in the hands of the Public
Photo bY Mike Crumpton Employes Relations Commission
Demo convention comment, page
A $700,000 PHYSICAL PLANT COMPLEX ADDITION will enable FTU to do more (PERC).
13
maintenance work on campus. Physical Plant director Rudolph Peruf said the expansion will
SEVERAL MEMBERS of one
also increase heating and air conditioning capabilities , facilitate vehicle painting and improve group, the Florida Education
IL~ldefeatsLJ011,page 15
Association (FEA) are n~t ............,,.._..._..,...__,..,........
metalwork and plumbing facilities.
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Gay alliance may disband
For lack of three members,
FTU's Gay Student League may
have to disband at the end of the
quarter, according to league
organizer John Greene.

He said the membership of the
organization is currently limited
to the FTU student body for
several reasons.
"FTU PROVIDES a

To become a bona fide
organization on campus, a group
must have a statement of
purpose, 12 members, two of
which must be officers; and,
although it is not a requirement,
the group is "encouraged" to
obtain the services of a faculty
adviser.

progressive student body, and a
meeting place for the
organization with a minimum·
possibility for harrassment," he
said. "Also Student Government
will assist in deferring the
expenses incµrred by the
operation of the organization."

GREEN SAID his organization
currently has nine members who
have signed the roster, but added
he "would abandon the
organization/' if another three
members cann-o t be found.
Greene cited fears of future
reprisals and "paranoia" as
. factors keeping many prospective
members away, but he plans to
use more on-campus advertising
and publicity from several local
radio stations to recruit the
members needed.

Construction ;i~fjzati~7;Tu,
· ·
o ers
on hike path
d.ea th course
·
.
"Death and Dying" will be
to begin
offered during the winter quarter.
i

Construction should be under
way by Dec. 1 on a bike path
along Alafaya Trail which will
connect the south FTU entrance
with Colonial Drive.
The bike path is being
constructed by Hubbard
Construction Co. and should be .
completed by Feb. 1.
The path will be seven feet
wide with an asphalt surface. The ·
project will cost $28,832.

The course will cover topics such
as violence and suicide, funeral
and burial customs, social
response to death, and the
question-of immortality.
Taught by Laurence Wyatt, an
associate professor of English, the
weekly three-hour class begins at
7 p.m. on Jan. 5.
Non-students at FTU may
apply for a non-degree special .
registration form at the university
Admissions office. Dec. 15 is the
deadline for these applications.

THOUSANDS ON ~ILE

·Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail ·order Catalog of

5,500 topics. Enclose SUK> ~o cover postage and handling_

"I hope any gays who are
interested will contact me" he
added. "My name is on posters all
over campus."

r

Green has issued a statement of
purpose for the alliance, saying
the organization could provide a
wide range of social services for
its members, along with services
for the community as a whole.
The statement also says the
organization would provide help
for troubled gays, and serve as a
media monitoring agency "to
assist in suppressing myths and
stereotypes which abound about
homosexuals."
GR'EEN HOPES the
organization can recruit the
members it needs to remain an

but

RESEAl\CI PAPERS

admitted, "We're a struggling
organization. It's definitely not
been easy to get this far."

BOR

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1n0,PONTtUS AVE.: SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, C~LIF .-90025

I

Continued from page 1

Malcolm Johnson said a small
organization initiated at the
University of Florida (U of F) is
attempting to persuade the state's
faculty . to vote against all unions
when the collective bargaining
election is held.
Johnson explained, "The
group is the University Professors
for Academic Order (UPAO), a
national body formed five years
ago to "reduce politicization of
the campus," promote academic ·
standards as it sees them and
check collective bargaining by
faculties."
Dr. Eileen Sullivan, president
of the U bf F unit, maintains that,
with unionization, "the usual
threats of striking to establish
professorial demands would
become part of the teaching
profession."
Dr. Sullivan said unionization ·
would ultimately result in
"disorder, disruption of clas5es,
discrimination against the non
striker, hatred, bitterness and
legalism."
JOHNSON SAID Dr. Sullivan
fears the- vote will go to make
either the AFL-CIO afilliate or
the AA UP group, the ~xclusive
representative for salary and
working condition negotiations.
The BOR, he said, wants only
one union composed of faculty
members - "if it has any union at
all." The BOR has made clear it
things collective bargaining is
against the "best academic
interest of the state institutions."
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Foruiation of pep band proposed
By MARK HESS

now,'' Wal sh said. "But I
attended their meeting and gave
them my ideas for the band. They
were very enthusiastic."

Staff Writer

The formation of a "pep band"
to perform at home soccer and
basketball games has been
proposed by Rick Walsh, student
body-vice-president, and Dr.
Gary Wolf, Music Department
chairman.
Walsh said the initial cost of
the band would be about $8,600.
According to the proposal, the
cost would be broken down into
allocations for uniforms, outdoor
instruments and music
arrangements. The proposal also
includes a recommendation for
allowing faculty members to
work with the band in place of
teaching a three-hour cqurse.
THE PROPOSAL allows for 18
contingency awards of $125 a
q·uarter. The awards, given as
tuition waivers at the end of each
quarter, would be given to
students who play in the band.
The music faculty will decide
who receives the awards based on
student's participation in the

The foundation, which is made
up of area businessmen who
co 11 e ct donations to the
university, will also be asked to
financially aid the band. Walsh
said fraternities can support the
pep band by having pledge classes
donate money earned through
pledge proiects.

RICK .WALSH

DR GARY WOLF

program.
Walsh said he hopes the band
will be offered as part of the
music curriculum . with the
students receiving two hours
credit for two quarters, fall and·
winter.
_
"It is important to realize the
initial expenditure of .funds for
uniforms and instruments would
be far greater during winter and
fall quarters," Wolf said. "A_fter

such time the need to maintain
the organization would consist of
the continuance of the tuition
waivers, music, care and
maintenance of instruments and
uniforms."
WALSH SAID he will
approach the FTU Alumni
Association, the foundation and
fraternities with the idea of
raising money for the band.
"The alumni Association has
had only one meeting, so they
haven't got a lot of money ri_ght

Promoter Turner
cites success key
Glenn Turner, Orlando
promoter, told FTU students that
the secret to success is attitude.
"If y~u're not satisfied w~th
the way you are," Turner srud,
"it's because of the things people .
have put into your ears." Turner
said to let the inside of the head ·
control what goes on outside.
"The secret is never give up," said
Turner. ·
Turner, recently acquitted of
28 counts of mail fraud, spoke to
about 200 students in the Science
Auditorium Tuesday afternoon.
The event was sponsored by the
Criminal Justice professional
fraternity.
TURNER SAID he
contemplated commiting suicide
at the age of 25. He referred to
himself as an "eighth grade,
hair-lipped dropout" who had to
overcome a lack of education and
prestige and a physical defect to
achieve success.
Dressed in a white- leisure suit
and dark blue shirt, Turner spoke
about his philosophy of life,
which he teaches in
self-motivation course called
"Our World of Florida."
Turner's main point was that
failure is easy "if you believe
what others say about you."
Turner said the secret is to let
nothing bother you. "Nothing
bugs me, nothing upsets me,"
Turner said.
DIRECTING HIS comments
toward the criminal justice
system in America, Turner said,
''People have followed other
people. If we want to change the
criminal justice system, you must
first change yourself. Then
people will change around you."
Turner advocates teaching
attitude classes from the first
grade through college. "We
believe what we see and hear the
most," Turner said. Eighty five
per cent of the success you
achieve in the future depends on
what yoµ see and hear."
Turner said the present
educational system cannot teach
people this kind of thinking.
"Education never taught you
how to keep your head together "
Turner said. "You are not taught
in school how to have a good
attitude."
SPEAKING ABOUT his recent
trial on mail fraud, Turner said
the time he spent in jail were the
greatest 19 days of his life. "Ten
of the 12 jury members found me
all righ t " Turner said. "If I had
been worried about the case I'd
have gone to South America or
something. That made sense to
them. So they gave me a pat on
the wrist and sent me home."

Turne~, who plans to live to ·
169 ("the oldest Russian is 168
and no Communist is going to
out-do me."), concluded by
saying his secret in life is that he is
happy. "I've told myself that lie
for 20 years," Turner said. "After
20 years, the lie becomes the
truth."
·
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WALSH SAID if he can receive
donations from various
organizations, the initial cost for
the band can be .divided so each
group will pay less. "I can go to
the alumni for buying the

FTU social work
major _a ccredited
An accreditation that will give
students enrolled in FTU's social
work program greater
professional and educational
opportunities was handed down
Tuesday by the National Council
on Social Work Education.
Students who graduate from
accredited schools are given the
right to join the National
Association of Social Workers,
the social workers' professional
organization, and become eligible
for accelerated graduate stud~s 
tl}at may allow tliem to earn a
master's degree in one year
instead of two.
DR. JOHN HODGIN, associate
professor of sociology, said about
30 per cent of FTU students who
graduate with a social work
degree attempt to earn higher
degrees.
The five-yea.r-old social work .
program joined 135 other sch_ools
in the country, including the
University of West Florida,
Florida State University, Florida
A&M University, and Florida
International University, in
having its undergraduate major in
social work accredited by the
Council.

a
Public Information Photo

COOPERATIVE PROGRAM under the dual
sponsorship of Valencia Community College and Florida
Tech University brought together President Charles Millican
and President James Gallattscheck. CLASP (Cooperative
Leaming Adventures for Senior Progress) will feature
continuing education seminars -designed for older citizens in
Orange and Osceola counties.
NEW

uniforms, the foundation for the
instruments, and so on," Walsh
said. "This way, SG will be a last
resort to fund the band. I'm doing
it this way because money is so
tight."
He sald he hopes to have the
band ready to march in the
Homecoming parade this winter
quarter:
"IT'S HIGH time we had
something like this," Walsh said.
''It's vital we get something going
like a pep band to get FTU
recognition and establish them in
the 'community. Right now, we
don't have anything to promote
school spirit.
"They will really be ·super."
Walsh added. "Either they'll be
top-notch or we're not going to
do this at all."

The program· was judged on its
ab.ility to train accomplished
social work practioners, to
provide at least 400 hours of
effective field training and to
provide a · broad liberal arts
backg~ound, Hodgin said.

council last year because of
inadequacies in the field work
part of the program.
The accreditation followed the
visit of the council's "site team"
to the campus in September.
Hodgin said the evaluating
council is formed of 21 deans of
schools of social work from all
over the country. The
accreditation is valid for three
years.
Seventy-four students are
currently seeking undergraduate
degrees in social work at FTU.
Hodgin said the program ideally
enrolls only 60 students, and said
he hopes the accreditation will
not bring an increased enrollment
in the program.
I

Having a small enrollment
allows the Department of
Sociology to provide a "quality
program," Hodgiq said.

Library to close
on Thanksgiving
The ·library will observe a
sho.rtened schedule Nov. 26
through Nov. 29.
On Nov. 26 the library will be
open from 7:45 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
and will be closed from Nov. 27
through Nov. 29. Starting Nov.
30 the library will resume its
regular schedule.

FTU'S APPLICATION for
accreditation was refused by the

ilf[!~~~r@J~~
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FTU police cite campus crime problems
By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

According to the FTU Police,
49 larcenies and nine acts of
vandalism occurred within FTU
jurisdiction between April and
Oc.to ber of this year.
Police officials say these
figures are fairly low for a college
campus.
"WE'VE BEEN very fortunate
in comparison with other Florida
universities," said John Smith,
FTU director of police. "But
these are only the cases that have
been reported."
Campus larceny poses a
problem and FTU police B:re
concerned about it, said Smith.
"It's a problem," he declared,
"but anywhere you have a
conglomerate of people you have
a problem."

SMITH POINTED out most
campus thefts occur in motor
vehicles. Tape decks, batteries
and tires· are tli.e inost common
items stolen, he said.
"A few weeks ago a car
radiator was stolen from a car
parked behind the library,"
added Smith. "The thief was seen
by a couple sitting in a nearby car.
He told them he was taking his
girlfriend's radiator out to be
repaired."
Other stolen goods this year
include two motorcycles, three
P.A systems and one pistol. The
monetary loss totals $7 ,765 with
only $596 of equipment recoverd I
to date.
1
"THE MOTORCYCLES were
a big figure in that total," said Jim
Jordan, FTU police investigator.
"They're usually stripped the day
they're stolen and the parts are

This Week ,
TOYS O F

To~

.
vin tool which may
electnc kendgra t gf 24 hours "If
be chec e ou or
·
d 't 1m
how to use the
you on , ~w·t f 0 r. you ,, said
etc~er, we 11 0 1
'

S~~~st pawn shops are very
strict about checking out social·
·
·ty
b
on items they
secur~ ~~mJ e~dan sai·d The
receive,
o~
o· see if
num be rs can be checked t
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Fl .d 1
enforcement
any
hon a 4 .aw d
agency, econ~mue ·
Campus police say they are not
satisfied with student response to
. Iden t·f·
1 1cati'on ·
0 pera t10n
"LAST YEAR we took the

® EARTH is the registered trademark of

teachers to the dorms and all the
students had to do was bring their
·
·
b
k d o
items m to e mar e . nly 50
out of some 400 dorm residents
showed up," said Smith. ''We've
got ten much ?,etter response
fr0 ,r;i the _fa~~l~' tryhe ad~ed.
0 ur JO is o
an prevent
something before it happens,"
·
Smith
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·
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Smith feels vandalism has not
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is year.
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Continued on page 7
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Inside every
Eartli brand shoe
there's aremarkable

Your 5x7 Color Photo

Geppetto's

sold . .We find only the sheU."
Smith maintains the best
defense against theft is through
"Opera ti on I den tification":
marking your social security
number indelibly on all personal
items.
"Items are stolen, usually, for
either someone's own use or t.o be
sold,'' explained Jordan. Most
people don't keep a record of
serial numbers and without some
type of positive identification,
chances of recovery are poor, he
said.
THE FTU Police · Department
has available, free of charge, an
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Assesstnent test for social
workers be·i ng. developed
BY DANA EAGLES
Editor-in-Chief

An FTU sociologist is
developing a test he hopes will
screen out incompetent social
workers and make them more
accountable for the work they do
at taxpayers' expense.
'
Dr. John E. Hodgin, an
associate professor of sociology,
began the study last year after a
meeting of professionals on the
topic could produce no generally

accepted method of as.5essing the
competency of social workers
and human services workers.
DELEGATES TO a Southern
Region Education Board seminar
in August 1974 could arrive at no
consensus on what skills a social
worker should have or how their
competency should be tested,
according to Hodgin. Each had
his individual ideas, he said, but
the group could not agree on a
standard. Hodgin said he initiated
the project "out of frustration

Nominations for
awards closed
Nominations have closed for
cqlleges to submit their choices
for the Excellence in Teaching
and Excellence in Research and
Creative Scholarship awards
granted by the FTU Foundation.
The awards were given for the
first time last year. "We hope it
will be an annual award," said Dr.
Leslie L. Ellis, associate and dean
of graduate studies an~ research.
EACH YEAR the colleges
nominate two candidates for each
category. These nominations are
reviewed by a panel composed of
a member of each of the colleges.
Th is p an el th e n makes it
recommendation to Ellis. The
panel has-until January 23, 1976
to make its selection.
Recipients last year were: Dr.
Chris Clausen of the chemistry
department for teaching and Dr.
Ronald Drabman of the

psychology department for
research. Drabman has since ·
transferred to the · University' of
Mississippi Medical Center.
The award carries with it $250,
a plaque of recognition and a
certificate. "The winners are
decided upon prior to the annual
meeting of the foundation in
spring so that they can be
presented and recognized," Ellis
said.
To be eligible for nomination
the candidate must hold a
tenure-earning position and be on
the faculty for at least two years.

with that meeting.''
. undergraduates planning careers
He said the board, which was
in social work. ·
set up by southern governors to
Social work education is
promote enrollment in southern
changing, according to Hodgin,
DR. JOHN HODGIN
colleges and universities,
because social work is in a state of
concentra t.ed "more on the
transition - the need for clearly
check on the $90 billion annual
hu.man services than social
defining social worker's
expenditure for social welfare.
work." Hodgin makes the
responsibilities must carry over
"THERE'S BEEN a great drive
distinction that social workers
into the schools educating them.
in the government for manpower
general~y belong to the National
Hodgin noted today there is a
to become accountable," he said.
Association of Social Workers
trend toward placing more social
Tnat emphasis has contributed to
and subscribe to a code of
workers with bachelor's degrees
the need for a universally
professional ethics. Human
in public agenci_es as those with
accepted method of evaluating
services workers usually have less
higher degrees join private
agency personnel. He said agency
specialized training.
agencies. He said, "Three years
authorities can often only say
Hodgin 's expects the test to
ago, if you told me an
that their workers spend part of
rate social workers on 20 criteria
undergraduate could do the
their time "helping people."
in its final form.
things they're doing, I wouldn'_t
Sociologists at Castleton State
have believed it.
"How do you ~xplain that to
College in Vermont, the
"THE FIVE universities in
the bureaucrat in terms of
University of Missouri and the
Florida that have social work
dollars?" Hodgins asked.
University of Texas are checking
programs (including FTU's
The lack of a way to assess
the viability of Hodgin 's test on . 5-year-old social work major)
social workers '. competency
1,000 social workers.
should look ahead and train for
"must be a problem," Hodgin
Hodgin said results from the
manpower needs."
said, citing his receipt of 180 ·
trials will be analyzed and
As for its application to
requests for the final report , some
"statistically manipulated" at
government agencies, Hodgin
from foreign countries.
Oklahoma State University, his
said, "I haven't even thought that
alma mater. The analysis should
Hodgin suggested
far." He said, however, such a
show, among other things, if the
incorporation of such a test could
program is needed in government,
bias of the evaluator - the social
result in greater efficiency for
because, "There are too many
agency boss - is great enough to
social work agencies. He said,
people out there who . aren't
reduce the t.est's validity.
"The public - and I mean
trained."
IF LACK of objectivity is not a
taxpayer - is not happy with
The instructor, who worked
serious problem, the test could be
many of the social work programs
for the Veterans Administration,
used to determine the
in the country, and I don't blame
directed a United Fund agency
competency of the worker and
and practiced privately in Maimi
them. When you 're talking $90
the student. Hodgin said one
before becoming a college teacher billion in any economy, it's time
application of the testcould be in
in 1967, said the government has
to find out where it's going and
judging the skills of
realized the need ~or putting a . what good it's doing."

ONIGltT & SUN.S:DP
"One ·Of the Best Movies
of 1974:'
-Gene Shalit, NBC-TY
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New bookstore
No., 1 priority

, .... AND 1: l>lJ>N'T
E\/El\l ~T A tt41\NCE
TO PUSH HIM.

FTU's chances of receiving all
of the $3.6 million for
nonacademic construction it
hoped for are doubtful. The
priorities for use of what money
may be forthcoming thus become
all the more clear-cut.
Because the Florida Senate
Education Committee will
probably not approve floating
bonds for the project, FTU may
receive only half the originally
proposed amount. Though the
academic cominunity would like
to see a performing arts-radio-TV
complex built, its $6 million price
tag makes it an infeasible
proposition now or in the
foreseeable future.
NEW BOOKSTORE facilities
should be the No. 1 item on the
university's list of uses for the
allocation.
If the federal government
; enforces its guidelines, the
bookstore will have to move out
of its present facilities. Rules
pre vent any nO'nacademic
concern from using an
educational building built with
feqeral funds. The university was
told this spring the days the
bookstore could operate in the
l i b r a r y ' s b a s e m e·n t were
numbered.
·
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Boo ks tore manager Ian
Maxwell ·says increasing
enrollment ha~ caused a critical
space problem in stocking
adequate goods while still saving
room for people to walk around
them. In addition, the library
needs the basement to solve
storage and operating space
shortages of its own.
VIRTUALLY EVERY student
uses the bookstore and deserves
adequate space and wares for the
prices he pays. The student body
deserves a structure that will be of
most help to the most students.
Th .e facts are that it is
a bookstore be built
and that it would benefit every student; it should be built before
any other" nonacademic structure.
i~perative

-THE EDITORIAL BOARD

'Faculty morale low,
likely to go lower'

Boat would ·be available to all
through water skiing club
-

Currently, at our own expense,
Editor:
we are fielding a five-man
We, the FTU Waterski Club
in~rcollegiate water-skiing team,
must take exception to your last
and are rp.aking a respectable
editorial comment regarding
showing against nationally
senatorial spending. There are a
recognized skiers from other
number of errors that we would
schools in the Southeast region.
employes, would not receive
like to have the opportunity to
Editor:
INTERCOLLEGIATE
On Oct. 30, at a hearing held
raises this year. The result is that
correct.
WATER-SKIING has been
by the Board of Regents
inflationhascauseda14percent
For example, the bill
around for almost 30 years, and
committee appointed to evaluate
decline in real income of faculty,
concerning the water-skiing club
now with interest mounting in
him, President Millican· is
while worklo(lds have increased
b~at had not even been written at
the North, Midwest and West, we
reported to have said that
by as much as 20per cent.
the time of publication, much less
have got to get rolling or be left in
"faculty morale at F'l'U" is low,
2 . Inadequate financial
introduced into committee.
the cold.
but considering the facts as they
support of educational programs.
IT IS not the job of the
On another tangent, we feel we
With the school year barely under
FuTUre staff to judge the right of
exist, is pretty high."
can help disolve the commuter
I wish that Dr. Millican had
way, my own department has
students to petition for
environment we are plagued with.
taken that opportunity to explain
been notified that its budget for
appropriations. It is, we feel, the
By your own figures, 10 to 15 per
to the committee and to the
library b.ooks and media
right of any. student or students
cent of lhe student body is
to ask for funding for legitimate
public just what conditions were
materials, meager at the outset, is
involved with anything other '
nearly depleted.
Programs from Stu dent
affecting faculty morale. In the
than its classes. If it were not for
· absence of that explanation, I
3 . I N C R E A S I N G
Government, since essentially, it
at least partially funded
ASSUMPTION by the legislature
is their money. Then, upon close
shall try to guess at some of the
organizations such as crew and
factors.
and administrative bodies of
scrutiny by the senate, it is the
cheerleading and the like, how
IT IS my judgment, based on
control over workloads, degree
senators' job to judge the validity
, could one expect the figure to be
programs, and so on. The faculty
of the request.
c o n versa ti on s w i th my
that high?
are concerned that their voice in
Mi members of one of the
colleagues, that morale is low and
True, at first glance·, $6, 000
likely to go lower, and that the
determining academic standards
"minorities" mentioned, let us
causes of this low morale are both
and degree requirements has been
a S · S u re You that the seems like a lot of money to "fork
statewide and local.
taken away from them.
aforementioned boat would ·be
out" for a boat, but with a little
1. No raises. The legislature
available to any student through . observation, one can see that we
mandated that university faculty,
Continued on page 7
the club. We do not intend to
are getting a $9,000 competition
along with all other -s tate
make a fraternity out of this, but
S~i Nautique, the same boat
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~owin~~du~~fueshl&
owned by the Shah of Iran and
The Fu TUre
of the members.
countless other dignitaries, for
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$6,000.
WHAT'S MORE, at any time in
the future, should the program be
terminated, Correct Craft would
guarantee their buying back the
boat for $5,500. Otherwise, FTU
would receive a new boat every
year with a, full warranty for
approximately a 5 per cent
increase in the cost of
production, which would be
exercised at the option of
Southeast Correct Craft. Should ·
they choose to do so, this wquld
amount to approximately $300
yearly - not a bad depreciation
figure in anyone's book.
With this boat, water-skiing
instruction would be available to
any student desiring it provided
he joined the club. The only cost
involved would be negligible
quarterly dues and tt~ cost of
gasoline. Ski team members
would lend· their time and
experience and help keep things
running smoothly.
Additionally, time would be
set aside for team members to
prepare for intercollegiate
competition. Anything less than a
Continued on page 7
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Stranger feats lie behind Guinness records
By MYRON CARDEN

·

One of the most entertaining
books around is the Guinness
Book of World Records, listing
strange and extraordinary feats of
mankind.
However, the book fails to tell
the complete story behind world
records. Often, these are stranger
than the actual records.
For instance, the book lists
"Princess Pauline" as the world's
shortest adult at 23.2 inches tall.
HOWEVER, THE book fails to
mentiontwootherworldrecords
held by the little lass. She viewed
1,522 stage plays during her
lifetime at reduced children's
prices and consumed 4,175
Howard Johnson's children's
platters.
The record for coin swallowing
was set by a 54-year-old man. -He
consumed a total of 424 coins
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valued at $5 along with 27 pieces
of wire totaling 5 lbs. It is thought
the man was either preparing
himself for the next depression or
trying to get a patent on the
world's first mobile bank.
The record for bed pushing is
held by a group of 12 from a
Victoria, Australia high school.
The group pushed a sheeled
hospital bed 604 miles in 1972.
However, in their haste, they
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accidently dropped the patient
while rounding a corner and he
died before the hospital
destination was reached.
DAVID HOFFMAN stayed in
a shower 174 hours to set a new
world mark. He also set a record
of sorts when a group of senior
citizens mistook him ·for a giant
prune and tried to eat him.
Two Soviet men s~t a record
for face slapping in Kiev, U.S.S.R.

Faculty 1norale
4. Inadequate communication
between fa cu 1 t y and
administration. Many professors
believe that administrators tend
to talk down to the faculty and
show no real respect for their
knowledge and experience. In
September, at the first faculty
meeting of the year, for the first
time in 3 years there was no
presentation of the · university ·
budget.
5. A restrictive policy on
promotions. Last spring, 30
faculty members -10 per cent of
the total faculty - were denied
promotions even after their deans
had recommended they be
promoted.
6. A DOUBLE standard of
evaluation. Each teacher has to
submit to anonymous evaluation
by his students each quarter, and
e finds that decisions as to his

Continued from page 6
tenure and promotion are
affected by these evaluations.
0 n t h e o the r hand,
administrators, other than
department chairmen, who
invariably hold the highest
faculty ranks, seldom if ever
teach, and therefore are rarely
subject to evaluation by students,
and never to evaluation by the
faculty whose careers they
administer. Their promotions are
awarded on the basis of
e v a I u at ions by other
administrators.
FTU has an unusually
dedicated faculty. The fact that
they do as well as they do, in spite
of increased workloads, lower
salaries, and inadequate
budgetary support, is a tribute to
their genuine belief in the value of

what they are doing.
BUT H AR D -W or k,
imagination, and dedication need
recognition and support, both
tangible and intangible, and that
recognition and support -along
with imaginative leadership-can
come only from the university
ad ministration, the Board of
Regents, and the legislature.
More and more faculty are
seeing collective bargaining as the
only way that they can gain an
effective voice in restoring these
essential conditions. Without
them, faculty will continue to
feel that they are no more than
employes, carrying out
somebody else's bidding, and
morale will go lower still, and the
effectiveness of ed1,1cation with it.
RICHARDADICKS,PRESIDENT
FTU CHAPTER AMERICAN
ASSOC UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS

in 1931. A draw was declared
between the two after 30 hours of
slapping. However, the
slap-happy pair found the
slapping was not completely
finished when they returned
home to their wives after two
days.
Swami Pandarasannadhi from
an Indian monastery holds the
world record for the longest hair
- 26 feet. He also almost became
the first Indian holy man to bum
to death without knowing it.
"GOD SAVE THE KING" was
played non-stop 16 or 1 7 times
by a German military band in
1909 to set a record for the
continuous playing of one song
while King Edward VII was
struggling inside a train to get into
his uniform. The band also holds
the record for the fewest songs in
a musical repertoire: one.
Mehmed Ali Halici of . Turkey
recited 6,666 verses of the Koran

from memory in six hours during
1967. He couldn't accept an
award for his feat because he
didn't recognize his name when it
was called.
President John F. Kennedy
came close to setting a world
mark by speaking 327 words per
minute during a 1961 speech.
More remarkable was the fact
that four poeple in the audience
were still awake at the speech's
conclusion.
THE RECORD for billiard
table jumping was set by Joe
Darby who cleared a full-sized
billiardtablelengthwisein1892.
Unfortunately for him, his
pursuer also cleared the table, so
Darby celebrated his world
record in a nearby hospital.
An oasis in the Niger Republic
claims the most isolated tree. No
other tree is found within 31
miles. In February 1960, the tree'
was rammed by a truck driven by
a Frenchman, but still survived.

Water
·skiing FTU Police
Continued from page 6
Ski Nautique would be analogous
to giving the crew team a dinghy
to practice in rather than a shell.
ALSO, FTU would be
equipped to host a tournament
itself with as many as 18 schools
participating. Correct Craft
would supply a ·back-up boat in
case of mechanical failure or the
running of dual even ts.
One final note: It would lend
credibility to your argument if
you would from now on leave out
the facetious comments such as
"a $700 rake rack for student
gardeners," perhaps be a little less
emotional, present all the facts,
and most importantly, let the
senators do their job as they see
fit.
ROB VEZINA
.ROSS BENNETT
FTU WATERSKI CL UR

Continued from page 4
once this year," he said. "The bad
part about that is the time an
officer has to spend reporting the
incident when he could be out
patrolling the grounds."
FTU vandalism ranges from
three false fire alarms to cars
having beer poured on them
("That's happened twice this year
and beer is very hard to clean
off," explained Jordan). ·
"None of the vandalism -has
been serious. There hasn't been a
lot of bad damage," said Jordan.
"I would say our crime (crime)
problems come more from the
community than from students,"
said Smith. "Overall the situation
has improved. Maybe people have
become more alert."

Jim f IQnQgQn's
NAUTILUS PHYSICAL TRAINING CENTER,
Now open for both men and women
cnll no·w for your free trinl nt no ~bligntlon
• 22 Nnutilus ffinchines
• Supervised Instruction
• Over 35 lndividunl Exercise
Stntions
:* Holidny Speclnl ·*
Doubte. Chest .machine

Gtoup Dis<:ounts
5 ot mote petsons per group
get 50% discount
OFFE-R GOOD THRU CHRISTffiAS

The "Center of NQutilus Activity"
in the GreQter OrlQndo Area
2813 Corrine Dr.

896-4127

Work-study provides iob
advantages for students
By KERRY FAUNCE
Staff Writer

Odd jobs have become
synonymous with college · life.
Part-time jobs held by students
may range from computer
programming to yard
maintenance. While most
part-time jobs adequately defray .
college costs, few actually train
the student for a career.
The work-study program
operated by the Student
Financial" Aid Office can benefit a
student in two ways. According
to Brent Reed, a financial aid
counselor, students on the
program can work between
classes without traveling off
campus in most cases and they
can work in ·the college or area in
which they are studying.
THE PURPOS.E of the ·
work-study program "is to
stimulate and promote the part
time employment of students,
particularly those with great
financial need - in order to
pursue a course of study at an
eligible institution."
Reed said most available jobs
are .clerical in nature. "We get
requests from departments an~
college~ for work study
employment," he said.
Some jobs are available off
campus. Positions are available at
the YMCA and in Washington
Shores, a predominately black
area. Duties include counseling
and recreational direction.
THE AVERAGE student earns
between $7 50 and $900 for three
quarters of work. A student who
works four quarters may earn
$1,000.
.
Students may- work up to 20
.hours a week. A recent change in
policy now allows part-time
students to enroll in the program.
In addition, the preference for
students from low income
families has been changed to a
preference for students with
greatest financial need.
"It's better that students can
earn part of it (money for college
expenses) while they are in school
rather than have a lot to pay when
they graduate," Reed explained.
BECAUSE OF its advantages,
there is great ..demand for
work-study positions, Reed said.
Th~ number of positions,
between 225 and 250 per quarter,
is regulated by the amount of
federal funding available. Of the
$250,000 that will be paid to
stud~hts this year, 80 per cent is
federally funded; 20 per cent is

paid by l<TU.
Reed said students are P'aid an
average of $2.14 per hour. The
minimum is $2. Wages are
determined by a student's
experience and qualifications.
Eligibility requirements
include demonstration of
financial need. This is
accomplished by filing either .a
Parents Confidential Statement
or a Student Financial Statement.
Then the student must file an
application at the Student
Financial Aid Office . .
IN ADDITION to enabling a
student to work on campus
between classes, the work-study

program offers numerous other
advantages, Reed said. After
graduation, some students are
hired on a full-time basis.
According to Don Baldwin,
director of financial aid, the
work-study program gives
students with physical or mental
h a n d i c.a p s a 1it t 1e work
experience.
As one work-study patient put
it, "You're here anyway, and you
don't have to worry about
traveling somewhere or about
how you dress."

Photo by Kerry Faunce

WORK-STUDY STUDENJ' LISA ~INr·~'ICK .files a~ay
student records in the Student Finan~ia~ Aid Office. ~~encal
tasks account for many of the program s JO b opportumties . .

'Hairy' situation
changes with time
Ten years ago a man wearing a
beard or thick mustache would
have been ridiculed as a radical.
Not any more. A quick tour of
the ·campus will reveal that
perhaps 80 per cent of the male
population is wearing some form
of facial hair.
According to the World Book

Continued on page 9

Married

Stuclent
·ttouslng.

ID&IJOOD

Encyclopedia, beards were
regarded as a mark of full
manhood in ancient times.
GREEK PHILOSOPHERS
wore long beards because they
thought beards gave. them mor~
dignity. Shaving was introduced
into Greece by Alexander, who
ordered his soldiers to shave so
enemies could ·not use their
beards as a handle while in
hand-to-hand combat.
Union Gen. Ambrose Burnside
popularized "burnsides" or
"sideburns," as they later were
called. He shaved his chin and
allowed whiskers to grow on the
sides of his face.
While many great . men
throughout history have worn
beards, .the practice remained
rather subdued until the late
1960s and early 1970s. Beards
were considered a sign of
sophistication until the early
"6 0 s, when they became
associated with the "beatnik"
culture.
TODAY, BEARDS, mustaches
and sideburns are very much a
part of the· fashion scene.
Variations are worn by students
and businessmen alike. Numerous
companies have manufactured
such grooming articles as
mustache brushes and combs,
trimmers and miniature razors to
aid in trimming the connoisseur's
facial plumage.
But in this day of double-track
razor blades and electric shavers

'fltlla'jl
.
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Tips given·

Voter registra·t ion op~n
There ii. still plenty of time to
register for a voice in the March
Primaries which determine
Florida convention
representatives and the state's
party choices for president.
In order to be eli@ble to vote,
you must be registered: To
correctly register you must -be
qualified. Orange County's
registration qualificat.ions are:

1. You must be a citizen of the
United States.
2. You must be 18 or older by
the date qf election.
To register, check to ascertain
that you satisfy the above listed
criteria. Next, call the Voter
Registration Office at 849-3451
and ask where the closest voter
registration office is located.
Third, go either to the designated
place or to 1 N. Orange Ave. After
answering some simple questions
and upon presentation of some
form of positive identification
indicating local re.sidency, you
will be properly registered.
Special considerc;ttions should
be made if you fall into any of the
following situations:
-1. If you a·re already
registered to vote somewhere

other than the State of Florida,
Orange County:'
You may have the option of
either writing to your former
voter registration office and
cancelling the registration there
or voting by absentee ballot
within the guidelines of that
state.
-2. If you will turn 18 before
the election:
Remember that you must
register 45 days prior to any
election in order to vote. If you
will be 18 at or after this deadline
you may pre-register for the
election. This means that the
voter .registration personnel will
record the fact that you qualify
. for voting by that date but they
will not give you a card.
You then proceed to the voting
area, where your name is verified
against their list of pre-registered
voters. You will then be able to
vote.
-3. If you change your party
affiliation or name:
Proceed to your neighborhood
voter registration office and
inform them of your intent. They
will record and process this
information · and send a new card.
to you within several weeks.

-
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Spring quarter completion slated

Guess Who Has AJob

FTU child care center:

ForY•ll

students welcome benefits ·
By VICKI BLANCHFIELD
Contributing Feature Editor

From all indications, it seems the FTU child care
center, scheduled to open by spring quarter, will be a ·
welcome addition on campus.
A study conducted last spring for the Division of
Student Aff~irs found that 17 .2 percent or 99 students
out of the 576 surveyed had dependent children.
TOTALLY, 60 percent of the parents of 3-to
&-year-old children said they would "quite likely" or
"definitely'' take more classes if child care services
were available on campus.
In lighl of this year's heightened enrollment, overall
demand for such a facility may increase.
According_ to Dean of Women Carol Wilson,
supervisor of the center, approximately one third of
FTU's student body is married. This figure however,
does not indicate the percentage of "single" parents,
or those married students who have dependents.
THE CAMPUS service will initially accommodate
only 3-to 5-year-olds, with a maximum operating ·
capacity of 70 children at any given time.
Priority is assigned to FI'U students but faculty and
staff may also use the service i.f space becomes
available.
Dean Wilson explained, "First spots will go to
students. However, we'll have to try to keep the spots
filled since the center is self-supporting."
SHE SAID fee structure dedsions are still under
consideration.
An Advisory board compriSed of students, faculty,
staff and community members will provide input and
make recommendations with regard to applicant
selection, based upon student need and priority
factors.
The campus facility boasts convenien.ce as a primary .

benefit to student parents. Theoretically, its inception
will facilitate baby-sitting matters for students and
spouses who wish to carry increased course loads.
MARRIED STUDENTS conveyed various opinions
concerning news of groundbreaking for the child care
center and its effect on their studies at FTU.
Jessica Blune, a medical technology major stated,
"My husband and I haven't started aa family yet
mainly because I wouldn't have a place to leave the
children. A child care center on campus would be
great.'-'
Betty Thompson, who graduates this quarter with a'
degree in library science said, "If it had been here last
year, the child care center would haye affected m¥
class load."
.
SHE ADDED, "I'd \just as soon pay the university
than someone else, for convenience sake. It saves time,
money and gas."
Kent Klardie, a business administration major
commented, "My wife and I have two children. It (the
child care center) will probably give her the push she
wan ts, to take classes at FTU."
Another library media major. Kris E!!berts
expressed enthusiasm fqr the facility ."I'm definitely
for the university becoming involved in the students'
lives. I hear so ·much flack about baby sitters now--I
think it's great."
SHE CITED another future advantage for the
center. I'm interested in students themselves t.eaching
in the center. We seldom get the opportunity to show
children the material we work on in our educational
programs."
Dean Wilson urges students, faculty and staff to
contact the Dean of Women's office now and indicate .
their interest in day care for spring quarter.
Sign-u.p for priority placement will begin during
winter quarter.

The folks from Walt Disney World.
To fill immediate part-time positions
operating the Magic Kingdom attractions for our "Satun;iay Night at the
World". And to fill part-time positions
during the Christmas Holiday p~riod
in our restaurants and shops.
Come be part of the World. Stop by
our Employment Center today.

Exit at 1-4 at SR 535
and follow the signs· to
the Casting Building. Or
call (305) 824-4088 Open
Monday through·Saturday_
from 9 a.m. tp 4 p.m.

w;~"fV)iSney World@
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Attempt to establish an
organized skateboard club have
:
I
been temporarily stifled,
I
explained Paul Perkins, a junior
I·
psychology major and founder of
the firs.t . semiprofessional ,
Photo by Kerry Faunce
skateboard club called the
Orlando Skateboard Association.
STEVE ROOKS AND J:IARQLD BATES demonstrate their
I
THE GROUP has had skateboard antics on the back ramp of the FTU library.
difficulty finding a suitable place
to skate, according to Perkins,
for the businessmen to contact
improve others who already knew
who said the club needed "a
him
and is not sure of the
how,"
he
said.
smooth paved hill with a flat
project's status.
During mid-August, Perkins
landing area."
PERKINS SAID he has been
was featured on Channel 9's
THE FIRST place the group
working with lawyers and
Eyewitness News. Later, he was
met was in a bank parking lot near
insurance companies for a place
featured in the Sentinel Star.
the Orlando Public Library, but,
A landmark in Perkins' for the FTU clut to meet, but is
"we were soon forced to leave
having to drop out of club
skateboarding career came wher.
that location," said Perkins.
Perkins said, they also tried the
several businessmen wanted him activities.
"FOR A while skating was
FTU library ramps, a bank
to design a skateboard rink.
taking up almost 30 hours of my
"Their plans were to fly me to
parking lot in Winter Park and the
Pine Hills Shopping Center
California to study some existing time each week," he said.
"It was just an impossible
ramps make plans to build it and
parking lot, but were asked to
dream,"
he said. "No one would
event~ally have me run it," he
leave these sites as well.
let us skate at a nice enough
According to David Abel, a
explained.
..
co-leader of the association,
PERKINS SAID he is waiting place."
"We've been trying to get liability
releases signed at various
businesses " but with out a place
Facial
' club is currently ''"m
to meet, the
Continued from page 8
limbo."
PAUL PERKINS'
"I grew it because I have
with pop-up trimmers, why does
skateboarding fame began a year
trouble shaving," said G. E. (Tiff)
facial
fuzz
still
flourish?
ago when a Sentinel Star
Tiffany, a freshman majoring in
In a recent survey taken from
photographer. noticed his talent
education. "I've had it ever since
various
communities
in
Central
while at Valencia Community
Florida bearded men's answers high school except for the time I
College in July. The photo essay
from "too lazy to shave" was in the Army."
ranged
that followed prompted the
AS FACIAL hair gains
to
"did
it to look older."
Orlando Public Libraiy to ask
popularity, is it still associated
Perkins to give a series of lectures
with radicalism?
JE. FF WALKER, anI electric
and demonstrations on
"Maybe among older people,"
skateboarding.
·
lineman, commented," ~rew my
Tiffany confectured. "But for
' ·
Widespread interest in the
beard because I got h tired kof
people 35 and under, its Just
sport led to the formation of the
shaving. In the army t ey ma ~
another thank."
Orlando Skateboard Association.
you stay clean shaven. When
.
Even women are taking a liking
Perkins said about 150 persons
got out, I grew the beard. As long
to beards. "At least the ones I
from 7 to 20 years old, attended
as you keep it clean and brush~d,
associate with," said Tiffany.
the four lectures. He taught
it's more comfortable than trymg
On the other hand, "The only
skateboard safety, board design,
to shave every morning. .
reason I don't grow a beard is
and what kind of board to buy at
John Bennion, an equipment
because my girlfriend won't let
the meetings.
operator for Palm Beach County'
me ,. said Bob Easton,· a junior
,
h . try
"I TAUGHT 30 to 40 kids how
Sa.id he grew a beard because he
majoring in c emIS ·
to skate board and helped
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Bicentennial play
directed by student
Mary Monroe is one of several
FTU undergraduate theatre
majors to take advantage of a
unique opportunity among
Florida ,s university theatre
schools---she will direct the next
play in FTU's bicentennial series,
"The Night Thoreau Spent in
Jail.,,
The concept of student
designed and directed plays is not
a new ~me, but at most schools
the student efforts are virtually
ignored and relegated to a
basement somewhere while
faculty directed shows, "crowd
pullers,,, are showcased as the
colleges, regular season
productions.
·
DEDICATED AND
competent, Miss Monroe, is
totally involyed in the experience

of directing her first major show.
"Dr. (David) Mays is helping
out as an advisor, but overall, he,s
letting me do it myself," she
stated, "and surprisingly enough,
I'm not nervous--just anxious,
and very confident.,,
She admitted working with her
peers involves "some difficulty,"
but added, "Professional
attitudes" among the cast and
crew help resolve any problems."
"I'VE WORKED with these
people for two years," she said,
"and now I have to separate
myself from the group, but
everyone involved has a
professional enough attitude to
give me the respect I need."
Mary calls "The Night Thoreau
Spent f n Jail'' a ''very
contemporary" drama, despite

Randy.
l'«>les
its' 1840's setting.
"Thoreau influenced Ghandi,
Tolstoy, and Martin Luther King,
among others," she stated. "This
play really transends time.,,
"THE PLAY is also highly
accurate historically--all the
characters were actual people,
and in many cases, the lines are
documented quotes," she said.
Though the actual time span of
the play is 24 hours, a period of
nine years in Thoreau ,s life is
covered by the use of flash backs,
on what Miss Monroe calls ''a
highly stylized" setting.
MARK PRILLAMAN will
portray Thoreau, a man who has
been called "an explosive spirit
who addressed himself to the
problems of our time with more
clarity and power than most
angry young men writing today."

*****

*****
Winter Park High School's
drama department also has a play
in the works for this weekend.
"The Diary of Anne Frank,"
directed by Broadway veteran
Ann Derflinger, promises to
dispell any preconceptions you
may have about the quality of
high ,school plays.
Curtain time is 8: 30 Friday
and Saturday nights.

*****
"The Meal", a disasterous film
made in Central Florida that
recently appalled local
movie-goers with it's world
premier in Casselberry,. is
apparently fairing better
critically elsewhere. "Variety,"
the show business bible, called
the film "gripping," and praised
the performance of local actors. I
wonder if they saw the same film
I did.
.

PAUL PRILLAMAN speaks to the crowd in a scene from the
University Theatre production. He is flanked by Marilyn Cox
and Kim McKee.

Food· festivals recreate Renaissance
The FTU University Choir will
join the FTU Symphony
Orchestra in presenting Handel's
"Messiah" at noon on Monday,
Dec. 1 in the VCAR.
The program will mark the first
time the choir and orchestra have
combined to perform the
traditional Christmas feature.

THE CHOIR is under the
direction of Dr. Edward Hotaling
and Robert Harrison conducts
the orchestra. Both are faculty
members of the FTU Department
of Music.
The program is open to the
public. Admission is free.

FTU Choir, Symphony Orchestra
schedule 'Messiah' presentation
In celebration of the Yule
season, two madrigal Dinners will
be staged in the Village Center at
7: 30 p.m. on Dec. 5 and 6.
Described by FTU Choral
Director Dr. Edward Hotaling as
"musical happenings with food,,,
the dinners will feature a variety
of courses such as boar,s head and
pluD?- pudding. Strolling
musicians and a recorder group

will provide entertainment.
THE DINNERS will be staged
in a Renaissance theme and
students will be attired in
costumes to lend a traditional
atmosphere.
The cost for the dinners is
$7. 50 per person. Advance
reservations must be made
through the Music Department
by Dec.1.

By WAYNE MATTHEWS
Special Writer

Tonight and Saturday night
the Village Center Board will
present a modern day film classic,
"Harry and Tonto," starring Art
Carney.
Carney, who won an Oscar for
his role as the rebellious retiree,
embarks on an odyssey across the
country with his cat, Tonto. The
film is excellent, with strong
supporting roles by Ellen
Burstyn, Chief Dan George, Larry .
Hagman, and Geraldine
Fitzgerald.
Showtime is 8: 30 both nights,
and admission is free to FTU
students with ID cards.

MARILYN COX AND MARK PRILLAMAN perform their
lines during rehearsal for the upcoming play "The Night
Thoreau Spent in Jail."
·

'Chicago' performance:
explosive concert staged
"Chicago" has been called, and
rightly so, a "musical
ins ti tu ti on." Straight from the
heartland of America, these eight
individuals have sold more
records than any other band
native to this country.
Saturday night in Lakeland
was a prime example of the fine
music that has made the boys
from the ''Windy City', a true
extravaganza. The civic center
was filled to capacity long before
the 8 p.m. show time, and the
group was greeted with
thunderous applause.
TROMBONIST J-AMES
PANKOW addressed the crowd in
typical style, telling it· that the
group had brought along some
new music " .. .just for you."
With. almost none of the
hesitation that accompanies the
warm-up time of many other
groups, Chicago began their
show.
"Any Way You Want," taken
from their eighth album, was first
on the bill of fare. Next, the
group m?ved into some "Chicago

~- ·
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'Beach Boys' slate
Nov. 30 pe·rformance
The Beach Boys will perform
all their old hits on "the world's
largest indoor beach," at 8: 30
p.m. Sunday, Nov. 30 in the
Orlando Sports Stadium.
A Peter Gray Terhune
production, the promoters plan
to convert the floor to white
beach sand.
Eric Carmen, former lead
singer for the Raspberries, will
also appear.
Tickets are availble at the
sports stadium and are $6.50 in
advance and $7 .50 the day of the
performance.

nostalgia," as the crowd began
swaying to the strains of "Does
Anybody Really Know What
Time It Is?,, and "Beginnings,"
both taken from their first album
when they were known as the
Chicago Transit Authority.
The lighting was all-important
to the show, as the large Chicago
insignia suspended from the
ceiling flashed on and off to the
' rhythm of the musical beat. A
·hundred multi-colored spotlights,
also hung high above the
musicians, casting different
shades of gold, red, green and
blue.
THE SHOW continued, with
the group keeping the crowd
delighted with favorites like
"Make Me Smile," "Call On Me"
and "I've Been Searching So
Long."
After a short intermission,
Chicago returned to the stage to
complete their nearly two ·and ·
half hour show. The crowd
settled back and then exploded in
a . tremendous· roar as Robert
Lamm sat at the piano and Terry
Kath, complete with a new York
Rangers hockey jersey, sang the
simple lyrics that made up one of
the favorites of the night,
"Colour My World.,,
Another of the group's
million-sellers from their second
album, ''25 or 6 to 4" also
re~eived an enthusiastic response.
THE GROUP then took
another short break, with the
exception of Danny Seraphine,
who played a five minute drum
solo, his first of two that evening.
The crowd responded wildly,
with lots of dancing in the aisles
and in front of the stage as the
group moved into their latest Top
Ten tune, "Old Days."
"Just You 'ri Mea was next
followed by a jazzy instrumentai
called "Mongonucleosis." With
lt's completion, Danny Seraphine
threw his drumsticks in to the
crowd and the group left the
stage, only to be brought back by
the 1oudest applause of the
evening.
Catching everyone off guard,
the band swung into "Got To Get
You Into My Life," and old
Beatles tune. The final number of
the tremendously successful
evE}ning .found the estimated
12,000 in attendance swaying in
time to the sound of "Feeling
Stronger E-yery Day."

Oral interpretation awards earned .at Festival
"Snowbirds" from eleven
Southeastern schools gathe~ed at
the fifth annual FTU Snowbird
Festival recently to participate in
or listen to a wide variety of oral
interpretation presentations.
ORGANIZED THROUGH the
Communication Department and
directed by Frances Johnson,
instructor of communications,
the program consisted of group
competition and individual
competition in prose, poetry,
dramatic literature.
Topic selections chosen by this
year's participants ranged from
Mark Twain's "Adam and Eve," a
humorous insight into
inter-relationships, to Kurt
Vonnegutt's "Harrison
Bergerson," a futuristic vision of
extreme equality.
Guest critic at this yeai:'s
festival was Dr. Melvin White,
instruytor, national lecturer and
author. White has directed such
group presentations as "Readers'
Theatre Potpourri" and . "A
Mosaic," his bicentennial
collection.
H 0 N ORS IN individual
competition went to Cindy Lane,
of Lake City Community College,
for overall interpretation; Steve

Tuley, of Manatee Junior College,
for prose-poetry and Lisa Holt, of
Valencia Commul)ity College, for
dramatic literature.
"Daniel Webster and the Sea
Serpant," presented by FSU,
received the "critics choice"
award for the first evening. "The
Little Prince," performed by
' Manatee Junior College, was

voted as the audience favorite.
On · the second night, "The
.. Silver Corridor," performed by
Lake_ City Community College,
received the "critics choice"
award and the audience's favorite
was Palm Beach Junior College's
rendition of "Some Men are
Better Than Others."

PALM BEACH COMMUNITY COLLEGE MEMBERS "ham it
up" .after capturing first place honors in the FTU Snowbird
Festival.
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eentaut's cosmic counsel

TAURUS-Health and bad nerves
may make you edgy. Diet and
proper health care should be your
major concerns on the 21st. The
stars also indicated a lover's
quarrel on the 21st, but if you
keep your cool it will all soon
blow over. A void ·thinking
negatively O!l the 24th and 25th
as this is a time you could easily
become depressed.
GEMINI-Entertain. in your home
the 23rd and 24th. The results for
all parties involved will be quite
enjoyable. Your natural Gemini
tendency is to enjoy conversation
with people but you tend to
become upset when you fee the
other person is not listening.
CANCER-You're probably going
to feel confused and somewhat
irritated about your emotions·
this week. Your practical
mentality will be assaulted by
your emotions. Be wary of
strangers on the 21st and avoid
places and people with
questionable reputations.
LEO-Others may be bored with
your quarrels and arguments
about love on the 24th. You'll
begin to realize that the
relationship you are in is ~ot a

___._

GRAND OPENING
ffir. J's Funky - Dlsgogotheque

By BETTY NAIL
ARIES-Academic pursuits will
take a tum for the better around
the 25th. Life in general will
begin to seem more beautiful and
colorful to you by the close of the
week. Financial help will come
from the least likely source on the
21st. Romance and intrigue are in
store for you during the 26th and
27th.
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two-way matter. A deceptive
"friend" will be uncovered before
the week is over--it will be a rude
but necessary awakening for vou.

VIRGO-An enjoyable journey
can be made now, but should
have been planned before the
21st. Anticipate minor
inconveniences like flat tires, and
small delays but nothing big will
ruin your good time once you
arrive . at . your destination.
Thanksgiving day will find you
with old family and friends you
haven't seen for a good while.
LIBRA-A beneficial new
relationship could be the
outcome of th_e cosmic aspects of
the 23rd. As Venus continues to
stay in your zodiacal ·sign of
Libra, things should be working
out for you in all departments of
life. The 25th should be an
outstandingly enjoyable and
profitable day for you.
SCORPIO-Your health is more
likely to suffer through exposure
to contagious diseases than from
anything else. You may get a
feelin·g that you won't get a
chance to vacation at all. You
·have support from the stars in the
money department . after the
24th, but get whatever you agree
upon put down in writing or your
financial dreams could go up in
smoke.
SAG ITTA RIUS-Being. evasive
with an intelligent friend you
can't fool is not the answer. Be
cautious about taking a
know-it:a11 attitude. As the sun

\\

FOR EVERYBODY, Dance to quad-stereo
and actually watch the music perform through
the magic of Musicvision. Plus, feel the action
of the music as it strobes and pulses beneath '
your feet while you dance on a glass floor. This
and much more at the happening place Mr. J's
Funky Disgogotheque, where we funky long
and funky strong. So come on out and funky
along.
moves i'n to you~ zodiacal sign on
the 24th your spirit will be
magnanimous and friends will be
dear to you.
CAPRICORN-Act swiftly when it
comes to affairs of the_heart on
the 21st. Faraway people and
places dominate your thinking on
the 26th and 27th. Do what you
have promised and then forget
chores and have a merry holiday.
Be sure however, that you have
checked for all errors before the
week is over.

Ladles - Free Orin ks
Each Nlte from 9-10 p.m.
Plus - a Queen - Size
Delmonico ·Steak for
Only 1.50

FANTASTIC.- LIGHT SHOW
AQUARIUS-Avoid idle chatter
no matter how inviting it may be.
A telephone call may help ,
straighten out some kinks but I
allow t.he other person to do most ·
of the talking--especially on the .
25th. An invitation to dinner
should be accepted and can bring
you pleasure in meeting people
you did not know before.

PIB CES-Perhaps a new
development in your career or job
will give you new insight into
your future. A flash of intuitional inspiration will hit you on the
21st, as home pressures you have
been experiencing as of late
should ease. The 24th and 25th
may be adverse days for your
romantic life.

~

s

'College Week':
Jamaican holiday
designed· for students 1.
The College Marketing
Research Corp. (a subsidiary of
Play boy Enterprises Inc.) has
announced its plans for an
Annual College Week in Jamaica,
beginning Dec. 20.

Photo by F.red Sommer

YOGA. CLASS STUDENTS practice a meditating position
during the special sessions held each Tuesday and Thursday
evenings this quarter in the Student Organizations Lobby. The
class is instructed by San Singh.

Phot~ by Mike Crumpton

THE "ART COMPETITION EXHIBIT OF FTU
STUDENTS," sponsored by SATRA, ~he . FTU Art
_ Association, is on display in the Stuqent Orgaruzat10~s L~?by
through Dec. 12. The competition is conducted entll'ely_ .for
and by FTU art students," and three winning pieces will be
selected.

The theme of the program is
"Travel can be more than just a
trip."
Three week-long sessions will
be held in .the tropical c-oastline
settlement of Ocho Rios. The
curriculum includes sand
seminars, open-air rap groups,
m.o on 1i gh t mixers, beach
carnivals and feasts.
NUMEROLOGY AND
astrology, th~ techniques of
meditation, chanting, hatha yoga
and graphology and massage are
several of the offerings available
at the sessions.
· The daily open-air rap groups
will follow a "non sexist, non •
role-playing format," pertaining
· to "a wide range of pertinent
topics."
. Daytime beach carnivals will
include events ranging from kite
flying to talent showcases and
crab racing.
A F'FER SUNSET activities,
known as moonligbt mixers,
feature run-punch parties, miai
mixers (a Japanese tradition of
the later 40s ), limbo and other
entertainments.
To participate, a special ID
card must be obtained through
cooperating travel agents. The
~
card co~t is $10.
The · card is nontransferable
and is a ticket of admission to all
activities except the after-dark
beach feast, which is available at
half price to card holders.

Special - Fl.nest Cut
Klng-Sl~e

Delmonico Steak

Char-Stolled to Yout Taste
(A 6.95 value)
Our Ptlce ONLY

J2.95
From 7 p.m. ; 1 a.m.
4-9 p.m. GoGo
'
.
9-2 a.m . . Dlsgo
Adm. Jl.00
DRINKS .25
Located In Sutler Plaza
Hwy 436
& Howell Branch Rd.

GRAND OPENING

.
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Engineer job outlook good
By SARA HOWZE
Special Writer

An article posted in the
engineering building assessing the
job market for engineers is
summarized with the headline,
"Southern Job Outlook Good."
Dr. George F. Schrader,
chairman; Department of
Industrial Engineering and
Management Systems, and Dr.
Ronald Evans, the Mechanical
Engineering and Aerospace
Sciences Department chairman,
confirmed that statement by
noting that 50 per cent of the
1974-75 graduates from their
departments located jobs in
Florida.
SCHRADER ADDED that the
job outlook for engineers
nationwide is good, as the
demand for engineers is larger
than the supply. "According to
Labor Department estimates, the
demand for new engineering
graduates nationwide will be
76,000 per year by 1980.
Currently, there are 36,000
engineering graduates nationwide
per year. That" leaves a deficit of
40,000," he explained.
However, he said enrollment in
engineering programs nationwide
is climbing. FTU now has about
1,000 students enrolled in
engineering programs.
How have recent graduates
fared in the job search?
ACCORDING TO Schrader, all
of the 1974-75 graduates from
the Industrial Engineering
Department found jobs. Most of
the graduates from the Civil
Engineering and environmental
Sciences Department located
jobs, said Dr. Paul Hartman,
chairman.
''We've never had a problem
placing new graduates ," Evans
said. "The number of job offers is
. up. On the average, students

Cl u h
•
CI•v1tan
to

orga~ize

~n

ca1npus

An organizational meeting of
the FTU Collegiate Civitan Club
will be held at 7:30p.m.,Nov. ·24
in. the third floor community
room of the Sun First National
Bank of Orlando, located at the
cor·n ei of -church Street and
Orange Avenue in downtown
Orlando.
For more information, call
Gayle Albers at 862-3230 or Jeff
McKinney at 894-4167.

Dr. Robert Doering, associate
professor, of engineering, noted
that female engineers are in great
demand, though they c.omprise
only 5 per cent of the enrollent in
FTUprograms.
E V A N S S A ID, ''The
enrollment of female students has
increased tremendously, but it is
negligible when you look at the
total female population. There is
no significant change in the
attitude of the fem ale
population."
Sch rad er said senior
engineering students are required
t o t a k e en g i n e er in g
administration, which includes
resume writing. Students prepare
and critique resumes; when they
begin their job search, resumes
are ready to go.
"We counsel as to basic skills
students do have," Schrader
added. "For example, some
students do not realize that they
could qualify for technical
writing positions. Also, some
students don't have confidence in
what they can do."
''WE AL S 0 en courage
students to 1ook at career
1ea de rs - -poss i bi 1it i es of
~ d v a n c e m e n t in s ma 11
0rganizations as opposed to large
organizations--the potential for
..... upwardmobility,''headded.
Both Schrader and Evans
encourage students to work
· through the Placement Center,
which invites companies to
recruit employees on campus.
.tfowever, Schrader said recruiters
were not swarming onto
campuses as they once were.
Evans advises students to start
interviewing early. "You need to
start interviewing a minimum of

INVESTIGATE OUR LITTLE
CORNER OF WINT~R PARK
..... REMEMBER, NOT All:APTS
WERE CREATED" EQUAt

three quarters before
graduation,'' he said. All three
professors said they are
sometimes contacted by
companies with job openings.
They then notify instructors,
who announce the openings to
classes. Students, on an individual
basis, contact the companies.
"WE ARE not in the job
placement business,'' Hartman
said. However, efforts are made
to assist students.
"Students use a variety of
techniques to . locate a job,"
Hartman said. Many do not
interview through the Placement
Center as they are not interested
in working for large firms.
Students also check the
reputation of the companies,"
Schrader said. Engineering
students are selective in seeking
jobs, and some are even apathetic.
Evans said, "There is a problem
of motivation with some
s tu den ts. Some engineering
students don't get concerned
about a job until they're ready to
graduate--until the last day of
classes."
A CASE in point: in May, two
companies who scheduled
interviews on campus cancelled
their engagement because of lack
of interest.
In spite of the great rlemand
for engineers and the large
number of job offers, Schrader
warned th.at an engineering
degree did not guarantee a job.

STUDENTD.IS~OUNT 6'78~6-090
nQrth of Aloma· on · Semoran
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Shoc~ed!!
WHEN' YOU SEE
OUR 'SEL.ECTION
CJF GUITARS,
STRINGS AND
ACCESSORIES

GIBSON • EPIPHONE
·Warranty Station
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Secretarial Services
Professional Thesi~ typing

Th.e College of Engineering is
collecting data on employed
graduates. The salary and
position of the graduates is
recorded; comparisons are made
with graduates·nationwide.
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Two courses offered by the
Department of Humanities,
Philosophy and Religion during
the winter quarter will be taught
by - a team of instructors,
department chairman Dr. Robert
G. Flick announced recently.
Though the class scpedule lists
only one instructor for "Medieval
and Early Modern Philosophy"
(PHI 302) and "Mysticism" (REL
4 7 7), Flick said Dr. Husain
Kassim and Dr. Stephen
Levensohn will team up to teach
the courses. FLICK SAID, "This
allows both courses to benefit
from the expertise and insight
brought by each instructor."
According to Flick, · Levensohn,
who has extensive· experience

reg. 6 .50
Orlando Sports Stadium
SG S~udent price 6.00
Nov. 2 7

6.00

1310 West Colonial Dr.

with medieval Christian and
Jewish philosophy, will teach the
first half of the philosophy
course.
Kassim will teach the second
half of the course. Flick said
Kassim has studied the ·medeival
philosopher Ghazali and such
modern philosophers as F. H.
Bradley.
"Mysticism" will deal with
religious and personal mysticism.
Kassim will emphasize the
mystical experience of Eastern
religions, and Levensohn will deal
with some well-known Christian
and Jewish mystics, as well as
mystical writing.
Neither ?f the courses have
prerequisites.
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Demo convention potpourri· ~wlil@mw:iwKxtrn;1rn!Mtmmmwuww@ium:m@1ii.l
of people, issues, strategy ~ ·;zmrm@ww;;;tnmrnwtmEtF""
By RANDY NOLES
Contributing News Editor

~

I wandered into the press room
at the Sheraton Twin Towers
Hotel, and found it jammed with
raucous, cocktail-drunk reporters
and delegates, fresh from a $15,
''all-you-can-drink-before-midnight" welcoming party for the
state's first Democratic
convention in 75 years.
Delegates had been arriving all .
day Friday; and apparently ·
planned t o "l oosen up ,, b e f ore
facing . a tedious weekend of
policy decisions and str~w votes . .
The mood, according to a
youthful Dade County delegate,
was "festive."
THAT ASSESSMENT was.
certainly an understatement.
Just as the bar was closing,
with delegates and reporters
stumbling back to their own, or
someone elses room, Florida's
teetotaling Gov. Reubin Askew
arrived at the Sheraton.
Askew tactfully avoided his
imbibed fellow Democrats by .
hustling upstairs to his suite. He
needed all the rest he could get.
THE GOVERNOR was to face
a room full of 1, 77 6 Democrats at
9: 30 the next morning, and
strongly reiterate his opposition
to casino gambling.
He expected at best a mixed
response, and even outright
hos ti\ity from South Florida
delegates who consid.er legalized
gambling a strong asset to
Florida's ailing tourist industry.
But Askew, who attracted
national attention when he
actually supported a busing
referedutn during the Wallace
sweep in 1972, has never been ·
one to judge issues· on their
popular support.

, Saturday morning ·
Saturday morning: The festiv~
mood continued, despite looming
policy disputes and numerous
hangovers. The headline in the
morning paper, "Ford On Illegal

.-

Gulf Oil Contributions List," was
a major topic of conversation and
helped keep spirits high.
In its elf, one delegate
admitted, the contributions to
Ford's congressional campaign
were not of great consequence, .
but combined with bad press
Ford received concerning the
recent "Sunday Night Massacre"
and his continuing drop in
popularity, Democrats were
pleased that, at least for the
moment, the President seemed
very beatable indedd.
.Deiegates started to gather
outside the Sheraton's massive
convention hall well before the
scheduled 9:30 opening and the
keynote address by Askew.
THE GOVERNOR, who has ·
been touted as presidential
ti.m ber by no less than U.S.
Senate Majority Whip Robert
Byrd, looked far older than his
photographs indicate as he
mingled with the delegates,
standing amid the crush of
people, sh~king hands and smiling
for photo(raphers.
A woman weighing at least 300
pounds, caked with perspiration,
blotched makeup and decked out
in red, white, and blue, jammed a
fistful ofliterature and buttons in
the governor's outstretched hand.
"I'm the culture-vulture,
governor, and we'd like your help
in supporting the arts in Florida"
she squawked.
ASKEW SMILED weakly, (for
the buttons with their sharp pins·
must have hurt considerably
when the vulture lady smashecl
them into his open palm) and
quickly handed the paraphernalia
to an aide.
No sooner had the governor
caught his breath than an elderly
woman was pulling him down to
place a grandmotherly kiss on his ·
cheek.

~Party of peopl~'
Standing there amid the
swirling throng, it was easy to see
how the Democrats get awav with

callmg tnemselves "the party of
the people." Quota requirements
have elevated the most obscure
minorities into positions of
relative power within the ·
Democratic party structure, or so
it seems to the ca,sual observer.
INDEED, THIS same diversity
De mocra:ts point proudly at,
inevitably makes their party
conventions on all levels
discordant and confused. The
idea that elderly Wallaceites from
the Panhandle, black and Spanish
speaking delegates from Dade
County, shagg~-haired,
denim-clad young people, and
wealthy, middle-aged party
regulars could come to a
consensus of opinion on the time
of day seems unlikely, but
according to state party chairman
Ann Cramer, "fighting is what
Democrats do best," and in a
way, it seemed quite healthy.
A group of young people called
"The Concerned Democrats"
were present, pushing for a
doomed resolution calling for
total, unconditional amnesty for
draft evade rs. .
Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA) supporters were also out
in force, along with delegatioQs
from labor ·and lobbyists from··
South Florida resort interests, all
pushing for individual "pet"
projects.
AS DE.LEGATES began
pouring into the convention
floor, a variety of signs and
banners appeared identifying the
counties from which each group
hailed. A Dixieland band was
blaring political favorites like
"Happy Days Are Here Again,"
and the usual eigarette smoke
permeating the air made for an
appropriate atmosphere.
At least one news
correspondent was unimpressed,
however. I spent several minutes
wandering around the convention
floor with- a cynical New York
Times reporter looking for press
seats, · and when it became
apparent there were none to be
found, the battle-scarred vet
turned to me and muttered, "This
is the most screwed-up mess I've
ever been to---these people don't
know what the hell they're
doing."

the state ballot in 1976.
IT IS interesting to note here
the . rather unique relationship
Askew shares with Florida voters.
By anyone's standards, an despite
his legendary wholesomeness,
Askew is a political liberal. Yet,
he retains tremendous popularity
in one of the most conservative
states in the union.
Indeed, Askew's political foes
such as Republican Jerry
Thomas, who received a sound
thrashing when he opposed
Askew for the governorship in
1972, have found th~ strategy of
pinning the terms "flaming
liberal" or "bleeding heart" on
the popular governor totally ·
ineffective.
The voters know Askew is a
liberal, and they know he
supports bus i n g , bu t even
reactionary farmers from Two
Egg who vote for Wallace for
president will support the
governor despite these
"drawbacks."
"SURE, HE'S made a few
mistakes," they say, "but Rube's
a real decent young fella
anyway."
So he is, and delegates from
both ends of th .e political
spectrum roundly applauded and
cheered at the conclusion of .
Askew's speech.

Platfo:r;m wobbly
Issues resolved

labor-sponsored resolution
calling for improvement of the
economy in the budget-making
process on all levels of
. government.
--Two amendments were
ki'ued, including a resolution to
support a state personal income
tax, and the hopeless "Concerned
Democrats' " resolution calling
for total, unconditional amnesty
for draft evaders.
--SUPPORTERS OF casino
gambling won a narrow victory
despite Askew's strong
opposition to such a proposal.

Carte:.: preferred
Possibly the most significant
event to come out of the whole
convention, however, was the
presidential preference straw vote
won easily by former Georgia
Gov. Jimmy Carter.
George Wallace, considered a
favorite because of his victory '
here in 1972, finished a distant
third_
OF COURSE, the significance
of the straw vote has already been
discounted by many ·observers,
particularly Wallace sup.p orters.
They argue that Carter is the only
candidate to make a significant
effort at the Orlando convention,
and support their claim by
pointing to Milton Shapp's
second place finish.

Meanwhile, Mrs. Cramer got
some disastrous news. The $260
But when the g~vernor left
wood frame platform from which
immediately for Tallahassee, the
"Shapp's a.real nobody, and he
Democrats get down to the
Askew and the rest of the state
came in second just because he's
Democratic hierarchy would
business at hand.
the only other candidate besides
THEY SPENT the rest of the·
speak was in imminent danger of
Carter to show up here," said one
collapsing. .
day quarreling over procedural
Wallace
supporter. "If Georgia
rules and caucusing about
IT SEEMED the rear of the
had made any kind of effort, he'd
large red, white and blue
upcoming resolutions, pausing
have run away with it."
structure was dangerously
only to attend a dinner honoring
wobbly, and Mrs. Cramer could
senators Lawton Chiles and Dick
Some also argue because the
envision the embarrassment
Stone, Democratic National
straw
vote only represents the
Chairman Robert Strauss, and
Florida might suffer if the entire
feelings of Democratic party _
Democratic party literally
presidential candidates Jimmy
workers, it doesn't reflect· what
Carter and Milton Shapp.
collapsed in a heap of rubble
the "average guy" that makes up
before national television
By Sunday, Florida Democrats
Wallace's
strength, is thinking.
cameras.
had resolved these issues:
Havingnochoice,buttoriskit,
--After threat.ening a floor
THESE ARE all valid
Mrs. Cramer told the governor,
fight, the Dade County
arguments on the surface, but
who had quickly left his seat on
delegation, the Women's Political'
sitting there in the Sheraton press ·
the dias when told of the danger,
Caucus, and the Spanish Speaking
room mulling over the results, I
that it was safe to return,
Caucus won a suspension of the
couldn't help but see things
differently.·
provided he stepped ligthly and
rules and got their pet resolutions
stayed away from the rear of the
on the floor.
It seems very possible after t.en
T H E RES 0 LU TI 0 NS ,
platform.
·mc1u d"mg support o f th e ERA , a
years of being a prominen·t media
As expected, Askew used the
speech to rebuff the concept of
censure of the United Nations for
figure, Wallace has become, in
t t o equat e z·1orusm
. w1"th media t.erms, "overexposed"--his
casino gambling in Florida,
1•ts voe
drawing a combination of boos
racism, a resolution calling for
power is finally on the wane.
state employmeqt to be more
After his victory, Carter said
and cheers, but the rest of the
keynote address was warmly
open to minorities, and an
"Wallace's strength has always
received, especially the
amendment t 0 end
been overestimated."
discrimination in employment
Well, certainly not always, but
governor's call for support of the
f'hota "Y Alan Geeslin
ERA, and the announcement of a
because of an inability to speak
the trouncing in Orlando may
FORMER GEORGIA GOV. JIMMY CARTER won the
petition drive to get a referendum
English, were all adopted despite
Democratic straw vote in Orlando, but the meaning of the
concerning full financial
conservativeprotests.
indicatethebeginningoftheend
· t ory remains to be seen.
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BENNIE SHAW

JERRY PRATHER

The FTU Knights open their
season against the Brahmans of
the University of South Florida
on Nov. 29 in what should prove
to be an interesting premiere
season for the newly-organized
Sunshine State cOnverence.
Included in the Sunshine State
Conference are Biscayne COUege,
St. Leo College, Florida
Southern, Eckerd College and
FTU cro stown rival RoUins
College.
Th is season t_h_e Cagers are
looking forward tO- a productive
year despit several pre-season
setbacks, primarily the loss of
junior college All-American Mike
Lly who unexpectedly signed
with Stetson just '(>rior to the start
of the school year.

ANOTHER CRITICALqu tion in the Knight lineup- iscenter Wi11ie Belotte. The
6-foot-7 veteran underwent knee
s rgery dul'ing the off season, and

hi.S' recovery ha!:'!' been reported
slo .

as

Despite Coach Gene "Torchy"
Clark's dismal pre- eason
prediction of a .5UU season, there
is one bright spot in the Tech

-

lineup~

All-American candidate

Bennie Shaw. Clark unabashedly
refers .to Shaw as "the best player
at ever FTU--the best basketball
player I have ever coached."

The two replacements for
Belotte are David Lewis, a
6-foot-S... freshman from
Indianapolis, Ind., and Paul
Calloway, a 6-foot-8- freshman
from Appleton, Wisc. Lewis, who
shifts from fon.vard to center, has
goo-d rebounding ability bu
needs to improve his shooting
game. Calloway, FTU's answer to
Robert Redford, suffers from a
lack of quickness_ and
inexperienced defensive play. It
would be unrealistic to expect
eitlhe player to adequately · fill
the shoes of Belotte.

By OHNGUNN

LAST YEAR'S Florida Player
of the Year and honorable--mention All-America, Sl1aw led: statec
scorers with a 25'.2 point average
per game. His lightning-quick
drives and excellent sbootin{f
game have earned him the resp ct
of his_ opponents throughout the.

state...
li'TU's season b.np_es.., hinge:
primarily on the performanCfr of
this 6:--foot-1 senior.
The other probable starte-rs for
the- season opener are: 6-foot-a
Jerry Pra1'.11er, from N~w Albany,

baskethall facillty at FTU
disturbs Lingelbach, as it d e

S ol'ts Writ r

any basketball aficionado t
FTU. The K.nipts play ail of their
home games at the Winter Par High gym_ ' The program here
needs a boost, and a gym would
give it that boost," he said.

the ourt as a catalys-t for the
:Knight t am. "Somehow when
l Js on the floor things s m to
w rk
tter 1 li rud. "He's a
flo r ~ n al. u

Lingelbach feels students at
FTU are apathetic towards the
basketball program, and a new
basketball facili ty on campus
w oul d h el p all ev iat e t he
indifference.
Cal Lingelbach seems to have a
goo d idea about what it will take
for the FTU Knigh ts to continue
the ir record of no losing seasons.
"We've got to slow the game
down and make them play with
u 'he said.

If they play their game and
Lin lba'ch 'improves" as
·p c ed b_• his coaches, they
:-ell be con enders.

WILLIE BELOTTE

Miss., Cal in Lingelbach~ of
Orlando, and David Green, 6-foot
senior from Chicago, Ill.

went on to say. "It's going to
long. long, year unle som of
th fre hm n come in and pla
like junior ."

Of the e, the mo t noteworthy
is Prather. At 6~foot-3 he · an
unlikely can di date for- for a d.
However, Prather p s e
outstanding_ leaping ab"lity, (a
sorely neede-d attribute on thi
too- hor Tech squa ), and an
excellent shooting game, leading
last year's squa in field goal
percentage. Th
traits, coupled
with quick refle-xe and a tenacity
on defon make hihl
p cted
competitor, and a ~rob ble
starter.

1 doub on of the fre hm n
to which Clark i r ferring i o. 3

so , Bo. Po ibil the best pu
shooter ever to ear an FTU
uniform, Bo Clark as ea "ly th
most soug_h t after college
p o p t in th Clark famil , and
co lid be a g_reat h Jp on this
year'
squad. "H is a
uper-shoote-r, ,, .. id Clar of hi&
6-foot·l son. The young r Clark
played his high s ho 1 ball at
Orlando's Bi.hop Moore, earning
Cla
A 1- te honor .

-
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Brigham Young defies
Title IX legislation
College .Press Service

Civil disobedience is not
restricted to eccentric individuals
who live in the woods or radical
politic al groups. The largest
private university in the country
recently announced its intention
to defy the federal government's
anti-discrimination. laws which
took effect July 21.
Brigham Young University, a
four-year school in Utah
affiliated with the Mormons,
advertised in several state, local
and campus newspapers that it
would not comply with Title IX
regulations "on the basis of moral
and religious grounds." The result
of the university's action could be
a loss of $1.5 million in federal
aid.
EVEN MORE SERIOUS for
the government enforcement
agency, the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW), Brigham Young's action
could plant the idea of rebellion
in the minds of other university
administrators who dislike the
idea of government interference
in the affairs of private school£.
University administrator.~ have
isolated six sections of t he Title
IX regulations which they find
most offensive. These include:
--The Title IX ban on inquires
into martial or parental status,
· pre g riancy or termination of
pregnancy of job or school
applicants. The university agrees
that such inquiries are basic to the
maintenance of "the highest
Christian standards of morality."
--THE BROAD interpretation
of educational program or
activity by Title IX regulations.
--Requirements for obtaining
r'eligious exemptions. The
university maintains that it is
unconstitutional for HEW to rule
"on the content ... of religious
belief or practice."
--HEW's ban on different ru\es

of appearance for men and
women. The university said it
would continue to enforce
different dress codes for men and
women because "we believe that
differences in sex and grooming
of men and women are proper
expressions of God-given
differences in the sexes."
--THE TITLE IX regulations
requiring comparable toilet and
shower facilities. "We cannot
believe," the university said,
"HEW would be so absurd as to
require that men's and women's
restroom facilities contain
identical sanitary fixtures, or that
they would not permit us to
continue providing boo th
showers for women and
gang-type showers for men."
Brigham Young's opposition
to the Title IX regulations stems
from two areas. As Brigham
Young's President Dallin H. Oaks
said in hearing before the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education, the Title IX
regulations "threaten the
in dependence of private colleges"
and endanger the "diversity of
t,hc ught ~nd action that have
b'e en the strength of American
higher education."
OAKS ALSO accused the
reg u 1ations of restricting
academic freedoms and thus
violating the First Amendment.
So far, Brigham Young is the
only university which has come
o u t openly against the new
regulations. But other members
of the American Association of
Presidents of Independent
Colleges and Universities joined
Brigham Young's president in
expressing concern to the House
subcommittee. On behalf of the
organization, Oaks said the
regulations were "a dangerous
and illegal quantum jump in the
extent of federal control over
higher education."

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL CHAMPS, from left to right: back row Pam Hicks, Linda Dance,
Pat Tobin~ Carol Caruthers, Gay Scully, Janis Reynolds. Front row; Kim Drury, Sue Jeary,
Debbie Brock.

LXA II overcome by LXA
By JOHN GUNN
Sports Writer

It was brother against brother
for the second year in a row in the
FTU intramural flag football
finals as Lambda Chi Alpha I
(LXA I) defeated a competitive
but outmanned Lambda Chi
Alpha II (LXA II), 31-20.
' LXA II struck first when
quarterback Kerry Suank threw a
touchdown pass to Ray Boyd. Al
Robinson's extra point reception ·
made it 7-0.
LXA I QUARTERBACK Dave
Hudick, who went on to throw 4
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Before the first half ended,
Steve Hartman, Jim Rudolph and
Randy Blankenship all snared.
Hudick aerials for scores, and
.LXA I took a 24-7 halftime lead.
Boyd put LXA II back in the

game when he grabbed the
opening kickoff of the second
half and raced 70 yards to the end
zone. Suank later hit Dan Hicks
for a TD and Hicks' ex tra point
put LXA II within four.
LXA I crushed any upset hopes
when Hudick hit Blankenship for
t he final score of the game,
, padded by Wayne Mendel's extra
point.

Powderpuff football begins
In the first week of
powderpuff football action the
Tyes shutout Pi Kappa Alpha
l'KA) 16-0. Bobbi Louden
intercepted a pass and romped for
the first ~ouchdown of the

FINAL STANDINGS
MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL
FRATERNITY

TD passes on the afternoon,
brought his squad back and
capped the drive by running it'in
himself for the score. The extra
point attempt failed, making the
score 7-6.

I_

T

season. Kim Drury pulled down a
Linda Mitchell aerial for the extra
point.
SUE JEAR Y accounted for all
of the second half scoring witli a
touchdown and an extra point.

In other action, Mean Machine
shut out Zeta Tau Alpha. Bonita
Holland accounted for the on~y
score of the game when she
snared an Ann Cary pass at the
start of the second half.
Defending champs TKE Little
Sisters fought to a scoreless
deadlock with Tri Delta in
Thu~day's action.
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DRUG STORE
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Just a feW minutes from F.T.U.

Wishing ·you a Successful Quarter
We are here to serve your needs for
Better Health - Cosmetics - Beautv Aids.
Greetin~

Cards - P~oto Supplies - Gifts

A REXALL DRUG STORE
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CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

T~

We'te 11ot
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Nov. 21-Nov. 26, 1975
LOCATION

TIME

EVENT

Beet

Sandwiches

Wine

FRIDAY, NOV:. 21
All Day
Arts and Crafts Fair
8a.m.· 5p.m.
College of Business
Table Tennis Tournament 9a.m.-5p.m.
9a.m.-3p.m.
Peace Corp
9a.m. - 5p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi
10 a.m. · 11 a.m.
VC Favors
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
VC Awards Day
Baptist Campus Ministry Noon-lp.m.
1p.m.·3p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
VC Board
SATURDAY, NOV. 22

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
4: 30 p.m. ~ 5: 30 p.m.
5p.m. -1 a.m.
6p.m. -1 a.m.

Lambda Chi Alpha
Delta Sigma Theta
United Campus Ministry
Zeta Tau Alpha
Mini Concert

VCGreen
Multipurpose
VCAR"A"
VCPatio
Lake Claire
VC200
VC North Court
H&FA 216
VC200
VC200
Lake Claire
Stud. Org. Lg.
Stud. Org. Lg.
Lake Claire
VCAR

GCB 102
GCB 114, 115
ENGR 360
Stud. Org. Lg.
Multipurpose
GCB 216
VC211
VCAR

4 p.m. - 5: 30 p.m.
5 p.m. - 8: 30 p.m.
6p.m.-8p.m.
6 p.m. · 10 p.m.
6 p.m. - 10 p.m.
6: 30 p.m. ~ 10 p.m.
7 p.m. - 101.p.m.
8:30 p.m.
MONDAY, NOV. 24

Table Tennis Tournament
Baptist Campus Ministry
Baptist Campus Ministry
Delta Sigma Pi
VCCinema
Pi Kappa Alpha Li 'l
Sisters
Alpha Chi Omega
Tri Delta
VC Photo Class
Alpha Phi Omega
Tyes
Lambda Chi Alpha
Concert

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
9 a.m. - 10 a.m.
11 a.m. ·Noon
11 a.m .. Noon
2 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Multipurpose
GCB 116
GCB 221
VC200
VC200

5p.m.-6p.m.
5 p.m. - 10 p.m.
5 p.m. - 11 p.m.
6 p.m. -10: 30 p.m.
6 p.m. - 10 p.m.
6: 30 p.m. - 10 p.m.
7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
8p.m.

VC211
Stud. Org. Lg.
GCB 114
VC212
VC200
VC211
VC214
VCAR

TUESDAY, NOV. 25
Table Tennis Tournament
Baptist Campus Minis try
Baptist Campus Ministry
Baptist Campus Ministry
Pi Kap pa Alp ha Li 'l
Sisters
Choral Departm rnt
Panhelle nic
FTU Christian Fellowship
Yoga
1

9a.m. - 5p.m.
9 a.m. - 10: 30 p.m.
9 a.m. - 10 a.m.
11 a.m. -Noon

Multipurpose
VC200
H&FA208
ENG~ 110

lp.m. -2p.m.
6 p·.m. - 11 p.m.
6: 30 p.m. - 8 p.m.
7 p.m. - 8: 30 p.m.
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

VC211
VCAR
VC214
VC200
Stud. Org. Lg.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 26
Table Tenn is Tournament
VC Public Relations
Commit te e
Baptist Campus Ministry
Baptis t Campus Ministry
Entertainment
FTU Productions
TKE
Karate Lessons
Tri Delta
Boy Scout Meeting
Lambda Chi Alpha

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Multipurpose

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
10 a.m. - 11 a.m.
11 a.m. - Nooh
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Noon -lp.m.
5 p.m. · 6: 30 p.m.
6p.m . - 8p.m.
6: 30 p.m. - 8: 30 p.m.
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
7p.m.-9p.m.

VCGreen
GCB 225
GCB 102
VCGreen
VC200
VC214
Multipurpose
ENGR 305
VC211
VC214

HELP WANTED
Job opening for 1 advance
undergraduate or beginning
graduate student in ·c omputer
sciences. Part time, 20 hrs/wk.
during vacations and summer.
Qualifications: · Experience
and/or educational background
in systems and applications
software maintenance for
medium and mini computers. If
interested, bring an outline of
your experience and a list of
your course work to Dr. David
Abbott, Adm. 138, Ext. 2216.
WANTED
Female who needs ride
Christmas· break, to Eastern
Virginia or at least as far as
North Carolina. Call 275-4311.

Live Ente1taln·ment on weekends
20% off on Pitchers of ·Beer to
FTU Students. with ID·Cnrds
·Pub Hours:
11-12 ffion-Thuts. ·
11~2 Ftl. Snt.
.

.

.

SUNDAY, NOV. 23
Delta Sigma Theta
Zeta Tau Alpha
TKE
Tyes
TKE
Pi Kappa Alpha
Alpha Chi Omega
"Harry and Tonto" .

Happy Hout 4-6

Riders wanted for Columbus, ·
Ohio area, leaving Tuesday Nov.
25 at 6:00 p.m. Returning Sat.
Nov. 29. Call Carla 277-7311 or
678-5367.
FOR SALE
1972 CAPRI . Automatic, new
paint job. 25 mpg. Very good .
mechanical condition. Asking
$1700. Call 273-643 after 4 p.m.
Trailer· 1973 Lamplighter. 12 x
52. Shag carpet, draperies, stove
and refrigerator. 273-1768.
'71 Honda 350 SL, electric start,
engine recently rebuilt, $425,
call 365-3123.
'72 HONDA 450. In good
condition - recently rebuilt.
$425. 645-2714.

.

.Stop In For Lun_ch .

n the ffiatket Squate
In Casselbe11y

on 436 ·

UPRIGHT PIANOS. Many to
choose from, $85 to $27 5. Most
beautiful condition. Alexander,
Orlando 305-273-7220, we
deliver.
New GUITAR never used $65,
cost $75. Mr. Mead 422-2314.
BARBELL 105 lbs. over 5 ft.
bar made of solid cement.
422-2314 Mr. Mead.
MACHINE SHORTHAND
COURT REPORTING TEXTS,
NEW $9.00 Mr. Mead 422-2314.
AUTO FOR SALE. $1000. It
has a second engine. Beautiful
car, new blue paint and many
new parts. Auto is now in good
driving condition. 1968 Pontiac
Catalina . Mr. Mead 422-2314.
'64 Ford Fairlane, -61,000 orig.
miles, good running condition,
recent sticker. $215 Call
671-9406 anytime.

House for Sale · Casselberry. 3
bdrm ., wall to wall carpet,
Central air and heat. Fenced
yard, kitchen equipped.
$23,000. Call 834-4949.

FOR RENT
MACHINE SHORTHAND
NEW MODEL $155. Smith
Corona electric portable
tyRe\Vriter, 12" carriage with
three automatic repeat keys,
nearly new. $190 Mr. Mead
422-2314.

Home on pretty swimming lake ·
2112 miles N. of FTU on 520. 3
bdrm. 2 bath, centrar H/A, extra
large room for office, large lot
with fenced back yard. Available
Jan. 1, $250 per month. Call
365-3648.

1971 - 350 Honda. Great gas
saving buy. Excellent condition.
Must sell $450. or best offer.
Call 273-6107.

2 non-smoking males wanted to
share furnished 3 bedroom home
in Azaiea Park area, 15 minutes
from FTU $75. for Master
bedroom w /1/2 bath or $65 for
For sale · One hide-a-bed couch. second bedroom. Utilities and
Excellent condition makes into phone to be divided equally.
double bed. $75 Call 423-7268 Steve 275-5296.
after 8:00 p .m.
·
SLEEP IN SCOTT'S ARMS.
Less than one mile from main.
ad min. bldg. Quiet and
POTTER'S KICK WHEEL. Very
good condition. $200 Call after
well-.mainta·i ned. 1 bdrm.
5. Ph. 365-5025.
furnished, $140/mo. 11600
Mendel Dr. off Alafaya Tr.
275-7833 or 365-5585.
1971MACH1 MUSTANG. Nevt
351 Cleveland, 8000 miles on
PERSONAL
engine, shag carpet, C-6
automatic trans., cragar mags,
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Thanks for
$1800 0 r best offer. Contact
inviting us to t~.e great weekend
Gary at Housing, 1-4 MWF, 9-12
in Melbourne. Everyone had a
T,TH.
fantastic time and all the TKE's
were super. ZETA
SERVICES

' Experienced typist, especially
theses. IBM Selectric. Please call
Susie Weiss on campus 2389 or
678-3481 after 5:30: Fast
PARROTS that talk, two males
accurate service at reasonable
in very good health. $7 50.
rates.
Camera Polaroid 70 Land
Camera, develops pictures in
Typing · Extensive experience in
camera in seconds. Nearly new,
term papers, business letters and
sell for $45 Cost $100 Mr . Mead
theses. Fast and accurate.
422-2314.
Reasonable rates. Phone
834-1991.
IBM Electric Typewriter . 13"
TYPING SERVICE. Term
carriage, elite type. Big ·office
papers - theses. 40it page, IBM
machine for heavy work. Sells
Selectric. Minor corrections & 1
new for $700. My sale price
c. c. Call Virginia Hilty
$300. Tape recorder concord
293-34?8.
cassette $40 Mr. Mead
422-2314.

Big B · Love you always, Ginger
TKE congratulations on beating
Pike and ATO, good luck in
volleyball. Your No. 1

Debi Kenyon, Happy Birthday!
(your 20?)
TYES This is is the year tor
football! You're the best team
ever! Pledges and Sisters - I love
ya' Mitch.
KeVie, so glad you found a pig,
don't know what we would have
done without one.
ZETA'S
Fnnth~n

Good

Lucic

in

